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In earlier motion capture studies of fast repetitive bowing patterns across two and three strings in violin perfor-

mance it was shown that string crossings were consistently timed earlier than bow reversals. This behavior might

have a plausible acoustic explanation: a good attack on the new string requires that bow force is built up before the

string can be set in motion. An earlier used feature-extraction model fails to adequately describe the transfer of bow

force between strings because it considers string positions and bow inclination transition angles between strings as

fixed. An improved model is proposed that (1) takes the compliance of the strings and the bow hair explicitly into

account, and (2) includes a correction of string crossing angles for stopped strings. The model requires knowledge

of the tensions of the strings and the bow hair, as well as the depth of the fingerboard below the strings. It will be

shown how these quantities can be obtained via simple calibrations. The model allows for an accurate calculation

of control parameters to drive a virtual violin, allowing to study the relation between bowing movements and the

quality of attacks in complex bowing patterns.

1 Introduction
Motion capture of bowing in bowed-string instruments

has been employed in a number of recent acoustical and per-

formance studies [1, 2, 3, 4]. This usually involves extraction

of bowing parameters and features derived from the tracked

position and orientation of the bow and the violin, possibly

in combination with sensors, e.g. for measurement of bow

force. This information can be used for studying the acous-

tical function of bowing movements, analyzing bowing tech-

niques, and to drive synthesis models or simulations.

In an earlier approach [5], feature extraction was based

on a simplified geometric model of the violin and the bow

with fixed string positions. Under certain circumstances, it

was found that this model did not reliably detect which string

was played, as will be explained in the following section.

Furthermore, this model considers the bow inclination range

in which the bow is in contact with two adjacent strings as

fixed, ignoring the effect of compliance of the strings and the

bow. The deficit in adequately describing string transitions

was particularly obvious in complex bowing patterns across

two adjacent strings, in which one string is stopped and the

other is open.

In this paper a refined geometric model of the bow and

the violin is proposed that addresses these issues.

2 Improved feature extraction

2.1 Motivation
Figure 1 shows the positions of strings at the bridge, and

the fan-shaped areas indicating the ranges in bow inclination

associated with playing on the respective strings. In an ear-

lier method for feature extraction, described in Schoonder-

waldt and Demoucron [5], these areas were used to determine

which string was played, based on bow inclination data ob-

tained from motion capture measurements. It was assumed

that the strings were parallel, and that the string positions

were fixed (i.e. rigid strings). String crossings (transitions

between strings, and double stops) were not adequately de-

scribed by this model, and a workaround was adopted by in-

troducing arbitrary, fixed inclination areas in which the bow

was assumed to be in contact with two adjacent strings. An-

other deficit of the model was that it did not take into account

the displacement of stopped strings. This displacement can

lead to considerable deviations of string crossing angles, as

much as 5 deg. between adjacent strings when one of them

is stopped at half its length (an octave in pitch). As a result,

feature extraction was not always accurate, as demonstrated

by the example in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Fixed string positions at the bridge and string

crossing angles. The example is a demonstration of that the

string crossing angle is not always accurately predicted for

stopped strings.

Three major improvements in the proposed model are: 1)

the positions of the strings are defined at the bridge and at the

nut, modeling the strings as non-parallel lines; 2) the depth

of the fingerboard below the strings is included, allowing to

take into account the displacement of stopped strings; and 3)

the compliance of the bow hair and the strings is included in

order to model string displacement and bow-hair bending as

a function of bow force.

2.2 Fingerboard model
Stopping the string causes a displacement at the bowing

point. This can lead to a change in the string crossing an-

gle between adjacent strings when only one of the strings is

stopped, or when the strings are stopped at different posi-

tions.

The situation is sketched in Fig. 2. The relation between

string displacement at the finger position and at the bowing

position is

hB = hS · yB

Le f f
,

where yB the bow-bridge distance and Le f f the effective length

of the stopped string.

The fingerboard curve can be estimated by probing hS at

a number of different stop positions. As the fingerboard usu-

ally is slightly curved we will describe it by a second order

polynomial as a function of relative effective string length

(λ = Le f f /L0):

hS (λ) = P2λ
2 + P1λ + P0 . (1)
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Figure 2: Geometric model of fingerboard (exaggerated

proportions).

The change in string crossing angle of a stopped adjacent

to an open string is approximately

Δθc ≈ hB/d ,

where d the distance between the adjacent strings.

2.3 String transition model
Due to the compliance of the bow hair ribbon and the

strings, string transitions are associated with a finite range

in inclination. The situation is sketched in Fig. 3, showing

a transition from String 1 to String 2. The two panels show

the outer limits of the inclination range, demonstrating the

contributions of the bending of the string σ1 and σ2 (due to

yield at the contact point) and the bending of the bow hair γ
to the total transition range

δ = γ + σ1 + σ2 . (2)

The bending of the bow hair under influence of loading

(with force Fn) can be calculated via a graphical construction

shown in Fig. 4. In a small angle approximation, the relation

Fn = Tbh (sinα1 + sinα2) ≈ Tbh (α1 + α2)

allows us to express γ in terms of bow force Fn and bow hair

tension Tbh:

γ = α1 + α2 ≈ Fn

Tbh
. (3)

The yield of the strings at the bow-string contact point (x
in Fig. 4) can be derived via a similar construction:

Δsi ≈ Fn

Ti
Li

(
βi − β2

i

)
,

where i the string index, Ti the string tension, Li the effective

length of the string, and βi the bow-bridge distance normal-

ized with respect to the effective string length Li. Given the

Figure 3: Geometric string transition model (exaggerated

proportions).

Figure 4: Transverse displacement of the loaded bow-hair

ribbon (or string).

distance di j between adjacent strings, the angle σi in Fig. 3

can be expressed in terms of bow force and string tension:

σi ≈ Δsi

di j
=

Fn

Ti
·

Li

(
βi − β2

i

)

di j
. (4)

Inserting (3) and (4) in (2) now gives us the string transi-

tion range as a function of measurable quantities:

δ = Fn

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1

Tbh
+

1

di j

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Li

(
βi − β2

i

)

Ti
+

Lj

(
β j − β2

j

)

T j

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5)

It should be noted that the inter-string-distance di j also

depends on bow-bridge distance for non-parallel strings. Fur-

thermore, Li and βi depend on the pitch played (stop posi-

tion).

When the bow is in contact with two adjacent strings, e.g.

during string transitions or double stops, the total bow force

is proportionally distributed amongst the strings with respect

to inclination.

2.4 Practical implementation
An important additional requirement was that the model

should be suitable for practical implementation, based on

quantities that are reliably measurable with available tech-

niques, and without the need for overly elaborate calibration

procedures.

Fingerboard probing. The depth of the fingerboard be-

low the strings was determined using a digitizing probe, a

pen with four reflective markers, the position of which was

tracked with the motion capture system. A baseline was con-

structed by probing the string at the bridge and at the nut,

then the string was pushed down to the fingerboard with the

probe at several (at least six) stop positions, yielding a series

of displacements hs (see Fig. 2). Then, for each string a poly-

nomial fit of string displacement as a function of stop posi-

tion was obtained via Eq. (1). The coefficients P2−0 allow to

estimate the string depth at any stop position. This procedure

needs only be performed once per individual instrument.

Tuning calibration. In the earlier method a so-called tun-
ing calibration was performed, in which the string-crossing

inclinations were determined by softly playing the double

string combinations. The positions of the strings at the bridge

could then be calculated by geometric calculations given the

distances between adjacent strings. In the improved model,
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a similar procedure is used, however, the tuning trial is ex-

tended by playing the double string combinations close to

the nut, as well. The positions of the strings at the bridge and

at the nut can then be calculated given the distances between

adjacent strings at the bridge and at the nut (e.g. measured

using a caliper).

Tension calibration. The tension of the bow hair can be

determined from the bow-force calibrations, that are already

routinely performed for calibration of the bow force sensor

(see [6] and [5]). During this calibration the bow is pressed

against a stiff load cell (force transducer) at several positions

along the bow. The geometric model of the bow (see [5])

is used for estimation of the transverse displacement of the

bow hair. The bow hair tension is then obtained via inverse

calculation of Eq. (3).

For the string tensions we rely on specifications of the

manufacturer (Pirastro).

It should be noted that the fingerboard probing and the

bow hair tension calibration can only be reliably performed

using high-quality motion capture data at sub-millimeter res-

olution.

3 Model evaluation
Measurements were performed using a Qualisys motion

capture system with seven Oqus 3+ cameras in a circular

configuration at a distance of 2-3 m from the tracked objects.

Bow force was measured with a bow force sensor [6]. The in-

clination of the bow was calculated relative to the violin. For

a detailed description of the method for tracking the position

and orientation of the violin and the bow and the extraction

of bowing parameters, see Schoonderwaldt and Demoucron

[5].

The proposed model was evaluated by comparing the pre-

dicted values of string crossing angle and string transition

width with inclination measured in playing tasks, that were

specially designed to single out these features.

The numerical implementation (in Matlab) of the pro-

posed model provided instantaneous values of the string cross-

ing angle θc and the string transition range δ as a function of

measured values of bow force and bow-bridge distance. The

stop positions were added manually, based on knowledge of

the played pitch.

3.1 String crossing angle
The dependance of string crossing angle on stop position

was empirically determined by lightly and slowly playing

double stops, performing a series of pitches on one string (in

cent: 0 (open), 200, 500, 900, 1200 (half length), and 1700),

while the other string was open. The difference between

measured (average) inclination and predicted string crossing

angles is shown in Fig. 5. The top panel clearly shows the

deficit of a fixed string crossing angle: the predicted value

was only correct when both strings were open, and there is

a clear increase in error with increasing stop position (i.e.

decreasing Le f f /L0 value), up to almost 6 deg. at high posi-

tions. The proposed model performed much better: the error

remained within 0.5 deg. at the whole range. Similar results

were found for other stopped-open string combinations.

Figure 5: Evaluation of predicted string crossing angle as a

function of stop position: (top) for a fixed transition angle

(earlier model), and (bottom) based on the proposed

fingerboard model. The black lines indicate the difference

between inclination measured during performance and

predicted string-crossing angles, the dark-shaded areas

indicate the standard deviation of measured inclination, and

the light-shaded areas indicate the estimated string transition

range (fixed value top panel).

Figure 6: (Top) Inclination transition range predicted by the

model (shaded area) and inclination during playing (colored

lines: blue = A string, red = D string, purple = double-string

playing). (Middle, bottom) Density curves of inclination

during playing, normalized with respect to the predicted

inclination range (shaded area); separate density curves for

(middle) piano and (bottom) forte. The dashed lines show

the 10th and the 90th percentiles of the distributions, which

were used for estimation of empirical transition range limits.
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3.2 String transition range
The string transition range was empirically determined

by playing open strings in two complementary tasks: (a)

playing single strings, trying to play as close as possible to

the adjacent string (incidentally touching); (b) playing dou-

ble strings, trying to find the inclination limits at which the

strings are still both in contact with the bow (incidentally

loosing contact). Both tasks were performed piano and forte,

as well as far from bridge and close to bridge.

Figure 6 shows that there was a good agreement between

measured inclination and the predicted limits of the string

transition range. The two lower panels show the inclina-

tion distribution curves corresponding to the playing tasks,

normalized with respect to the transition range (between −1

and 1). The empirical values of the transition limits were

estimated by taking the averages of the 10th and 90th per-

centiles of the overlapping distributions, e.g. the average of

the 90th percentile of the double stop distribution and the

10th percentile of the A string distribution (right arrow). The

empirically found limits were generally close to −1 and 1 in

all conditions (piano/forte, close to/far from the bridge), in-

dicating a good agreement. There was a tendency that the

empirically determined ranges were slightly smaller than the

model predictions. The reason for this is unclear, but it could

be due to the test procedure.

3.3 Playing test
As a final playing test, a passage was recorded of fast

détaché notes played on alternating strings, forming circular

bowing patterns as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 7 shows examples of

forte and piano performances. The top panel clearly demon-

strates that the string transition range can be highly variable

during performance. The lower panel shows the bow force

exerted on individual strings, a new feature that can be ex-

tracted using the proposed model, that will be useful for fur-

ther acoustical studies of note transitions in complex bowing

patterns.

4 Discussion and conclusion
A refined model was presented for accurate description

of string crossings and string transitions from motion capture

measurements, suitable for analysis of complex bowing pat-

terns and double-stops playing. The model includes calcula-

tion of the string crossing angle as a function of stop position,

as well as the string transition range taking into account the

compliance of the bow hair and the strings.

Interestingly, the angular ranges in which two neighbor-

ing strings are in contact with the bow can be as much as 10

deg., which is comparable to the angular range for playing in-

dividual strings. Furthermore, it was shown that string cross-

ing angles and string transition width is highly variable, im-

plying that the performer has to respond to constantly chang-

ing performance constraints.

An important result is that the model can provide force

signals of individual strings, making it possible for the first

time to perform detailed acoustical studies on the physical

conditions for good note transitions in complex bowing pat-

terns, for example by means of simulation [1, 7].

Figure 7: Playing test: circular bowing patterns across two

strings, played piano (left) and forte (right).
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